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Abstract
Consider a monomial curve γ : R Ñ Rd and a family of truncated Hilbert transforms along γ,
Hγ . This paper addresses the possibility of the pointwise sparse domination of the r-variation
of Hγ - namely, whether the following is true:
V
r ˝Hγfpxq À Sfpxq
where f is a nonnegative measurable function, r ą 2 and Sfpxq “
ř
QPQ
xfyQ,pχQpxq for some
p and some sparse collection Q depending on f, p.
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1 Introduction
Consider the following monomial curve
γP ptq “ pt, t
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tdq. (1.1)
Let I be a countable set and consider the family A “ tAtutPI . Let r ą 0. Then the r-variation of
A is,
V rA “ V rtAtutPI “ sup
ti1ă¨¨¨ătiN
˜
N´1ÿ
j“1
|Atij`1 ´Atij |
r
¸1{r
,
where the supremum runs over all finite increasing subsequences of indices in I. This paper focuses
on such r-variation of the family of truncated Hilbert transforms along a monomial curve γ.
Let f : Rd Ñ R be a measurable function. The Hilbert transform of f along a curve γ is defined
as follows,
Hγfpxq “ pv
ż 8
´8
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
.
The corresponding family of truncated Hilbert transforms along γ is then, Hγ “ tHγs usą0 where
Hγs fpxq “
ş
|t|ąs fpx ´ γptqq
dt
t
. Define the r-variation of the truncated Hilbert transforms of f
along γ, using a set I (of positive reals), as follows,
V rtHγs fpxqusPI “ sup
si1ă¨¨¨ăsiN
˜
N´1ÿ
j“1
|Hγsij`1
fpxq ´Hγsij
fpxq|r
¸1{r
, (1.2)
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where the supremum again runs over all finite subsequences si1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă siN .
For instance, if I “ t2lulPZ, the sum in 1.2 is simply,
ˆřN´1
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ ş
2
ijă|t|ď2ij`1
fpx´ γptqq dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr˙1{r
.
Define
T fpxq :“ V rtHγs fpxqusPI (1.3)
with r ą 2 and γ satisfying 1.1. This paper is devoted to a result on sparse domination in bilinear
form of such T . In order to formulate the result, some concepts need to be defined.
1.1 Definitions
1.1.1 The cubes
In this exposition, "a cube" in always means a cube in Rd whose sides are parallel to the coordinate
axes. Two families of cubes that reflect well the the geometry of the curve γ will be utilized, one
is the collection of γ-cubes, and the other - their cousins - the collection of dyadic γ-cubes. Their
definitions, stated below, are largely borrowed from [1].
Definition 1. [1] A γ-cube Q Ă Rd is a cube whose side-lengths ~lpQq “ pl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ldq “ pl
α1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , lαdq
for some l “ lQ ą 0.
Definition 2. [1] A dyadic γ-cube Q Ă Rd is a cube whose side-lengths ~lpQq “ p2tkα1u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2tkαduq
for some k P Z. If Q is one such dyadic γ-cube, define lQ :“ 2
k for the largest possible k.
The collection of all γ-cubes is denoted by Qγ and the collection of all dyadic γ-cubes Dγ . If Q0
be a cube, then QγpQ0q denotes the collection of all γ-cubes Q Ă Q0 and D
γpQ0q the collection of
all dyadic γ-cubes Q˜ Ă Q0.
The γ-cubes and dyadic γ-cubes are essentially equivalent in the following sense. If Q is a dyadic
γ-cube then there exists a γ-cube Q˜ such that Q˜ Ă Q and lQ ď 2lQ˜, and vice versa.
The usefulness of working with dyadic γ-cubes is that, there exist 3d universal shifted dyadic
γ-grids: "
2tkα1u
„
m1 `
j1
3
,m1 ` 1`
j1
3

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ 2tkαdu
„
md `
jd
3
,md ` 1`
jd
3
*
where k P Z, ~m P Zd,~j P t0, 1, 2ud. Now let Dγ denote a generic grid of the above type - and
temporarily allow a slight abuse of notation - then Dγ satisfies the following properties [1]:
1) Dγ “
Ť
kD
γ
k and each "generation" D
γ
k partitions R
d.
2) If Q1, Q2 P D
γ and lQ1 ď lQ2 , then either Q1 Ă Q2 or Q1 XQ2 “ H.
3) IfQ P Dγ andQp1q P Dγ is the smallest dyadic γ-cube such thatQ Ĺ Qp1q, then lQp1q ď Cpd, γqlQ.
4) For every x P Rd, there exists a chain tQiu Ă D
γ containing x such that limiÑ8 lQi “ 0.
It’s these properties that enables one to have a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition using these
dyadic γ-cubes.
Dilation with cubes. If Q Ă Rd is a cube with side-lengths ~lpQq “ pl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ldq, then λQ is
another cube with the same center as Q and side-lengths ~lpλQq “ pλl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λldq. One should be
careful that if Q is a γ-cube or a dyadic γ-cube then λQ might not be a γ-cube nor a dyadic γ-cube.
1.1.2 Monotonic functions
Order vectors in Rd in the following manner, ~x ě ~y if xi ě yi. This is not a complete ordering.
Consider functions f : Rd Ñ R such that exactly one of the following holds,
fp~xq ě fp~yq whenever ~x ě ~y,
fp~xq ď fp~yq whenever ~x ě ~y.
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These inequalities are thought to hold almost everywhere. Call such functions monotonic functions.
These functions are not integrable but locally integrable. If f is a monotonic function and its weak
derivative, Df exists, then exclusively, either
pDfp~xq ´Dfp~yqq ¨ p~x ´ ~yq ě 0
happens, or
pDfp~xq ´Dfp~yqq ¨ p~x´ ~yq ď 0.
happens, for a.e ~x ě ~y. There is a sub-class of these vector fields that satisfy exclusively either of
these two inequalities for a.e ~x, ~y, called "monotonic vector fields" on Rd. See [6] for more on these
vector fields.
1.1.3 Other definitions
Given a full-body B Ă Rd, then |B| denotes its full measure, and given y P Rd, then |y| denotes
its vector length. Finally, denote xfypQ,p “ |Q|
´1
ş
Q
fpxqp dx and xfyQ “ xfyQ,1.
A family S of cubes in Rd is said to be η-sparse, 0 ă η ă 1, if for every Q P S, there exists EQ Ă Q
such that |EQ| ě η|Q| and the sets tEQuQPS are pairwise disjoint. See [11] for instance for this
well-known definition.
1.2 Main theorem
Theorem 1. Let d ě 2. Let T be defined as in 1.3 with γ “ γP . Let f : R
d Ñ Rě0 be a
monotonic, measurable function. Fix Q0 P D
γ . Let 1 ă p ă 8. Then there exist κ “ κpd, γq and
a sparse collection S of γ-cubes, such that for a.e x,
|T pfχκQ0qpxq| À
ÿ
QPS
xfχκ2Q0yκ2QχQpxq. (1.4)
Remark: The implicit constants will be made clear in the body of the proof; they are dependent on
natural parameters of the dimensions, the Lp exponents, the exponents of the curves and various
operator norms associated with T .
2 General discussion and acknowledgement
The approach of this paper roughly follows the general principle laid out in [11], where in order for
one to obtain a pointwise sparse bound of a sub-linear operator T , one needs to obtain a control of
its operator norm as well as the operator norm of its associated, so-called tail maximal operator. A
more relaxed approach of this principle has just been uploaded [12]. However, this apparatus fails to
yield a result in the "variation-sparse-low-dimensional" situation. As a matter of fact, any positive
pointwise sparse result for variational norm along a monomial curve should lead to a contradiction.
Related works in this "variation-sparse" direction of consist of the papers [4], [7] and [9]. This list
is certainly not complete.
2.1 Acknowledgement
In the previous version, there is a mistake in controlling the tail maximal operator, which leads to
an incorrect pointwise result, which would hold true for a smaller sub-class of functions, regrettably.
The author thanks Professor Lacey for pointing that out.
3 Proof of Theorem 1
3.1 The tail maximal operator
Let T be an operator of functions on Rd. The tail maximal operator MT associated with T is
defined by,
MT fpxq “ sup
QQx
ess sup
ξPQ
|TfχRdzκQpξq|
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where the supremum is taken over all the cubes containing x. A localized version, subject to a
cube Q0, of such operator, is,
MT,Q0fpxq “ sup
QQx;QĂQ0
ess sup
ξPQ
|TfχκQ0zκQpξq|.
The constant κ will be chosen beforehand. These definitions are originated in [11]. One needs two
divergent points for the definitions of the tail maximal operators used here.
Definition 3. Let C be the smallest constant of all Cpd, γq satisfying the property (3) in Defini-
tion 2. Let κ :“ C ` 1. The operators MT ,MT,Q0 are called the γ-tail maximal operators if the
cubes Q,Q0 used are all dyadic γ-cubes with this defined κ.
Regardless of the nature of the cubes used, it’s clear that MT ,Q0fpxq ďMT fpxq.
3.2 A preliminary result
Lemma 4. Let 1 ă p ă 8. For every dyadic γ-cube Q0 and a.e x P Q0,
|T pfχκQ0qpxq| À }T : L
p Ñ Lp}fpxq `MT ,Q0fpxq. (3.1)
Proof: The following route is standard; see [11]. Suppose x P IntpQ0q is a point of approximate
continuity of T pfχκQ0q and a Lebesgue point of f . That means, if Bpx, sq denotes a ball of radius
s centered at x, then for every ǫ ą 0, the sets
Eǫspxq “ ty P Bpx, sq : |T pfχκQ0qpyq ´ T pfχκQ0qpxq| ď ǫu
satisfy limsÑ0
|Eǫspxq|
|Bpx,sq| “ 1. Let Qpx, sq be the smallest dyadic γ-cube centered at x containing
Bpx, sq and choose s so small that Qpx, sq Ă Q0. Then, from the definition of MT ,Q0 , for a.e
y P Eǫspxq,
|T pfχκQ0qpxq| ď |T pfχκQpx,sqqpyq| `MT ,Q0fpxq ` ǫ,
which implies,
|T pfχκQ0qpxq| ď ess inf
yPEǫspxq
|T pfχκQpx,sqqpyq| `MT ,Q0fpxq ` ǫ
Àd }T : L
p Ñ Lp}
1
|Eǫspxq|
1{p
` ż
κQpx,sq
fp
˘1{p
`MT ,Q0fpxq ` ǫ.
Now let sÑ 0 and ǫÑ 0 to obtain 3.1.
3.3 Control of the tail maximal operator
One needs the following concepts of of maximal truncation of the Hilbert transform
H
γ
˚fpxq “ sup
0ăǫăρ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
ǫď|t|ďρ
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
,
and of a single scale average operator along γ,
A
γ
λfpxq “
ż
λ{2ă|t|ďλ
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
.
When working with dyadic scales, one can also write, Aγj fpxq “
ş
2jă|t|ď2j`1 fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
.
Let f be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Fix Q0 P D
γ . Fix Q Ă Q0 X D
γ and consider
x, ξ P Q. Assume for a moment that I “ t2lulPZ. For the sake of convenience, the notation for the
γ-tail maximal operator remains unchanged.
Let jQ be the unique integer such that lQ “ 2
jQ . Let jM be the unique integer such that the
smallest dyadic γ-cube containing κQ0 has the length 2
jM ; such a cube is contained in κ2Q0.
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Given a consecutive finite sequence of integers j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jN that contains jQ, jM , one has, for
z P Q,
jN´1ÿ
j“j1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fχκQ0zκQpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr
ď
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr
,
while a simple l1 domination then leads to,¨˝
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr‚˛1{r ď jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
. (3.2)
These imply, for x, ξ P Q,˜
jM´1ÿ
j“j1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fχRdz3Qpξ ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
ď
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpξ ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
$&%
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpξ ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
´
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ,.-
`
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
. (3.3)
Let y “ x ´ ξ. Then y “ py1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ydq with |yi| ď l
αi
Q - denote this relation as |y| ď lQ, then the
first term on the RHS of 3.3 is,
řjM´1
j“jQ
`
|τyA
γ
j fpxq| ´ |A
γ
j fpxq|
˘
, and,
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
`
|τyA
γ
j fpxq| ´ |A
γ
j fpxq|
˘
ď
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
sup
y:|y|ďlQ
|τyA
γ
j fpxq ´A
γ
j fpxq|. (3.4)
Now one has, ˇˇˇˇ ż
aă|t|ďb
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ż b
a
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
´
ż b
a
fpx´ γp´tqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
.
With f being monotonic and γ “ γP , the term inside the bracket on the RHS of the equality above
is either all nonnegative or all nonpositive for all intervals ra, bs. That means, for the last term in
3.3,
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fpx´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
ż
2jă|t|ď2j`1
fχκ2Q0px ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Hγ˚pfχκ2Q0qpxq.
(3.5)
From 3.4, 3.5 and the definition of MT ,Q0 , one has for x P Q,
MT ,Q0fpxq À sup
j1ă¨¨¨ăjN
jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
sup
y:|y|ďlQ
ˇˇ
τyA
γ
j fpxq ´A
γ
j fpxq
ˇˇ
`Hγ˚pfχκ2Q0qpxq, (3.6)
where the supremum runs over all finite increasing consecutive subsequences j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jN that
contains jQ, jM .
3.3.1 The trapezoid
For a dimension d, let Ωpdq be the trapezoid with vertices
p0, 0q, p1, 1q,
ˆ
2
d` 1
,
2pd´ 1q
dpd` 1q
˙
,
ˆ
d2 ´ d` 2
dpd` 1q
,
d´ 1
d` 1
˙
.
Geometrically, it’s a trapezoid that lies on the lower side of the line y “ x on the plane. See [2] for
the origin of this trapezoid.
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3.3.2 Control of the tail maximal operator, continued
The following previously known results are needed.
Theorem A. [3] Let 1 ă p ă 8. If f is compactly supported, then }Hγ˚f}p À }f}p.
To bound the first term in 3.6, one notes that, from van der Corput’s lemma and Plancherel’s
theorem, if |yi| ď 1,
}Aγ1 ´ τyA
γ
1 : L
2 Ñ L2} À |y|η0
for some η0 “ η0pγq ą 0. One also has from [2] the following result.
Theorem B. [2] If p1{p, 1{qq P Ωpdq, then Aγ1 is of the restricted weak type pp, qq.
In particular, Theorem B says that Aγ1 is of the restricted weak type pp, pq. Interpolation between
these two estimates, which is allowed by a result in [14], gives, for 1 ă p ă 8,
}Aγ1 ´ τyA
γ
1 : L
p Ñ Lp} À |y|η
for some η ą 0. By a simple change of variables, this last estimate then implies,
}Aγλ ´ τyA
γ
λ : L
p Ñ Lp} À
ˇˇ ´ y1
λα1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
yd
λαd
¯ ˇˇη
, (3.7)
whenever |yi| ă λ
αi . See [1] for a similar approach. Now 3.7 implies the following norm bound for
the first term in 3.6,›››› jM´1ÿ
j“jQ
sup
y:|y|ďlQ
pτyA
γ
j ´Ajq : L
p Ñ Lq
›››› ď ÿ
iě0
|p
1
2iα1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
1
2iαd
q|η À Cpα1, ηq. (3.8)
Then Theorem A, 3.6, 3.8 altogether imply that for a fixed dyadic γ-cube Q0, then for 1 ă p ă 8,
}MT ,Q0f}p À }fχκQ0}p ` }fχκ2Q0}p. (3.9)
3.3.3 Passing to dyadic powers
For the case of a general countable set I of positive reals, suppose ti1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tiN in I is an
increasing subsequence. If 2J ď ti1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tiN ď 2
J`1 for some J , then argue as in 3.2, one has,
˜
N´1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tijă|t|ďtij`1
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
ď
N´1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tijă|t|ďtij`1
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2Jă|t|ď2J`1
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
, (3.10)
for any monotonic g. If rti1 , tiN s includes multiple dyadic powers, then one splits the subsequence
further into parts that are strictly included in some dyadic intervals and applies the domination
in 3.10 again to these parts. More precisely, if 2J1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2JK are the dyadic powers interlacing with
ti1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tiN such that 2
J1 ď ti1 ă tiN ď 2
JK , then
˜
N´1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tijă|t|ďtij`1
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
ď
N´1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tijă|t|ďtij`1
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ ż
2J1ă|t|ď2JK
gpz ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇ
. (3.11)
Hence 3.11, 3.10 imply that 3.9 still holds for the general case of countable set I.
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3.4 Proof of Theorem 1, continued
It is true that
T pf1 ` f2q À T f1 ` T f2. (3.12)
Indeed, consider the inequality pa ` bqs Às a
s ` bs for a, b ě 0 and s ą 0, which is equivalent to
p1 ` tqs Às 1 ` t
s, where t ě 1 and s ą 0, which in turn holds with the constant 2s, by a simple
calculus. Take an increasing subsequence t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN , then,˜
N´1ÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tiă|t|ďti`1
f1px ´ γptqq ` f2px ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
ď
˜
N´1ÿ
i“1
2r
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tiă|t|ďti`1
f1px ´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr
`
N´1ÿ
i“1
2r
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tiă|t|ďti`1
f2px´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
ď 21`1{r
$&%
˜
N´1ÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tiă|t|ďti`1
f1px´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r
`
˜
N´1ÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ ż
tiă|t|ďti`1
f2px´ γptqq
dt
t
ˇˇˇˇr¸1{r,.- .
Assume now that for 1 ă p ă 8,
}T : Lp Ñ Lp} ă 8. (3.13)
This will be proved later in Section 4. For the following Lemma 5, let Dγ denote one of the
finitely many dyadic γ-grids. The approach is fairly routine.
Lemma 5. There exists a 1{2-sparse family F Ă DγpQ0q such that for a.e x P Q0
|T pfχκQ0qpxq| À
ÿ
QPF
xfχκ2Q0yκ2Q,pχQpxq. (3.14)
Proof. Firstly, one wants to show that there exist pairwise disjoint Pi P D
γpQ0q such that,
|T pfχκQ0q|χQ0 À xfχκ2Q0yκ2Q0χQ0,p `
ÿ
i
|T pfχκPiq|χPi . (3.15)
for a.e x P Q0 and
ř
i |Pi| ď p1{2q|Q0|. To achieve that, let
E “ tx P Q0 : fpxq ą Cxfyκ2Q0,pu Y tx P Q0 : MT ,Q0fpxq ą Cxfyκ2Q0,pu,
with C be sufficiently large so that |E| ď 1
2d`2
|Q0|. This is possible due to 3.9. Then one applies
the Calderon-Zygmund decomposition to the function χE using the dyadic γ-cubes on Q0 at the
height of 1
2d`1
to produce pairwise disjoint dyadic γ-cubes Pi P D
γpQ0q such that
|Ez Yi Pi| “ 0 and Pi X E
c ­“ H and
ř
i |Pi| ď p1{2q|Q0|.
That means,
@ a.e x P Q0, fχQ0zYiPi ď Cxfyκ2Q0,p and ess sup
ξPPi
|T pfχκQ0zκPiqpξq| ď Cxfyκ2Q0,p. (3.16)
By 3.12, one has for a.e x P Q0
|T pfχκQ0q|χQ0 ď |T pfχκQ0q|χQ0zYiPi `
ÿ
i
|T pfχκQ0zκPiq|χPi `
ÿ
i
|T pfχκPiq|χPi , (3.17)
of which the first two terms of the RHS are dominated by,
|T pfχκQ0q|χQ0zYiPi `
ÿ
i
|T pfχκQ0zκPiq|χPi À xfyκ2Q0,p,
through 3.1, 3.13, 3.16, which then together with 3.17 leads to 3.15.
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The next steps to get to 3.14 are the iterations of the type of estimate in 3.15 to obtain the sparse
family F “ tP ji ujPZ` , where P
0 “ Q0, tP
1
i u “ tPiu and tP
j
i u are the dyadic γ-cubes obtained at
the jth step of the process.
Take a partition of Rd using cubes Rl P tD
γ
~j
: ~j P t0, 1, 2udu such that Q0 Ă κRl for each Rl.
Then for each Rl, generate a sparse family Fl Ă D
γpRlq similarly as in 3.14. Then note that if
Q is a dyadic γ-cube with lQ “ 2
k then 3Q Ă Q˜ where Q˜ is a γ-cube concentric with Q whose
side-lengths ~lpQ˜q “ p2pk`2qα1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2pk`2qαdq. Let S be the collection of such Q˜ for each Q P YlFl.
Then 1.4 holds for this family S that is 1{p2 ¨ 4d´1q sparse.
4 Control of variational norm
The following discussion uses the ideas and notations introduced in [5], [10] and [13].
Let 1 ă p ă 8. It was observed in [10] that in order to obtain }T f}p “ }V
rtHγs fusPI}p À }f}p,
it’s sufficient obtain a similar control of its short 2-variation operator,
}S2tH
γ
s usPI : L
p Ñ Lp} À 1. (4.1)
Let s P r1, 2s and j P Z. Define ν0,s, νj,s respectively by
xν0,s, fy “
ż
sď|u|ď2
fpγpuqq
du
u
,
and,
xνj,s, fy “ xν0,s, fp2
j¨qy “
ż
sď|u|ď2
fpγp2juqq
du
u
.
One observes similarly as in [10] that,
S2tH
γ
s fpxqusPI “ p
ÿ
jPZ
|V2,jpT fqpxq|
2q1{2 “ p
ÿ
jPZ
}tνj,s ˚ fpxqusPr1,2s}
2
v2
q1{2. (4.2)
From the results in [10], this then entails that a good control of S2tνj,s ˚ fpxqusPr1,2s is sufficient.
Let D “ diagpα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αdq and t
Dx “ ptα1x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t
αdxdq. Denote Ej,sfpxq “ νj,s ˚ fpxq. Let ψ
be a nonnegative smooth function such that
ř
kPZ ψpt2
´kq ” 1 for all t ą 0. Define the following
rescaled truncated Littlewood-Paley operators,
{Πj,kfpξq “ ψj,kpξqfˆpξq :“ ψp|2jD2´kξ|qfˆpξq.
Then Ej,sfpxq “
ř
kPZ νj,s ˚ Πj,kfpxq “
ř
kPZ f ˚ pνj,s ˚ ψˇj,kqpxq :“
ř
kPZ Ej,k,sfpxq. Denote also
that E˜j,k,s fpxq “
d
ds
pνj,s ˚ Πj,kfqpxq. As discussed - and in view of 4.2 and l
1 domination - it’s
sufficient to obtain the following type of estimate:
}S2tEj,sfpxqusPr1,2s : L
p Ñ Lp} À 1 (4.3)
for 1 ă p ă 8 and uniformly for j P Z. On the other hand, following from [13], one has,
S2tEj,sfpxqusPr1,2s À
ÿ
kPZ
S2tEj,k,sfpxqusPr1,2s
À
ÿ
kPZ
Gj,kfpxq
1{2G˜j,kfpxq
1{2 À
ÿ
kPZ
Gj,kfpxq `
ÿ
kPZ
G˜j,kfpxq (4.4)
where Gj,kfpxq
2 “
ş2
1
|Ej,k,sfpxq|
2 ds
s
and G˜j,kfpxq
2 “
ş2
1
|E˜j,k,sfpxq|
2 ds
s
. This entails,
p
ÿ
jPZ
S2tEj,sfpxqu
2
sPr1,2sq
1{2 À p
ÿ
jPZ
p
ÿ
kPZ
Gj,kfpxqq
2q1{2 ` p
ÿ
jPZ
p
ÿ
kPZ
G˜j,kfpxqq
2q1{2
“
˜ÿ
jPZ
ˆÿ
kPZ
ż 2
1
|νj,s ˚Πj,kfpxq|
2 ds
s
˙¸1{2
`
˜ÿ
jPZ
ˆÿ
kPZ
ż 2
1
|
d
ds
pνj,s ˚Πj,kfpxq|
2 ds
s
˙¸1{2
.
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Then based on the Littlewood-Paley theory and this last display, it’s also sufficient to obtain the
estimates of the following type, uniformly for s P r1, 2s:
}
`ÿ
jPZ
|νj,s ˚Πj,kf |
2
˘1{2
}p À }f}p (4.5)
and ››››` ÿ
jPZ
|
d
ds
pνj,s ˚Πj,kfq|
2
˘1{2››››
p
À }f}p. (4.6)
Following are two approaches in proving 4.1 - the first shows 4.3 and the second shows 4.5, 4.6.
4.1 Approach 1
The first approach is analogous to a similar work in [10]. Hence the notations used follow closely
to those appeared in [10]. The reader is recommended to refer to the said work for some shortened
steps below.
One first wants to smoothen up the cut-off at s and 2 for the measures ν¨,s’s. Let µ to be such
that xµ, fy “
ş
1ď|u|ď2 fpγpuqq
du
u
, and consider the smoothened version of ν0,s as a smoothened,
sD-dilated, truncated version of µ, as follows:
ν0,s “ ν
s
0,s ` ν
2
0,s “
ÿ
mPZ`
νs0,s;m `
ÿ
nPZ`
ν20,s;n,
where
xνs0,s;m, fy “
ż
fpγpsuqqθp|u|qφp2m|u´ s|q
du
u
,
xν20,s;n, fy “
ż
fpγpsuqqθ˜p|u|qφp2n|2´ u|q
du
u
,
for some θ, θ˜, both smooth functions, and some smooth φ supported in p1{2, 2q; all nonnegative.
One still has, νsj,s;m, ν
2
j,s;n as 2
jD-dilated versions of νs0,s;m, ν
2
0,s;n, respectively. Finally, split Ej,k,s
into Esj,k,s;m and E
2
j,k,s;n, and E˜j,k,s into E˜
s
j,k,s;m and E˜
2
j,k,s;n. Similarly as in [10], observe that,
s
d
ds
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq “ u
d
du
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
which gives, for 1 ď s ď u ď 2,
d
ds
p{νsj,s;mqpp2jsqDξq “ dds
ż
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqqθpuqφp2mpu ´ sqq
du
u
“
ż
d
ds
 
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
(
θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq
du
u
`
ż
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
d
ds
 
θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq
( du
u
“
ż
d
du
 1
s
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
(
θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq du
`
ż
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
d
ds
 
θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq
( du
u
which, from integration by parts, in turn gives,
d
ds
p{νsj,s;mqpp2jsqDξq “ ´ ż 1s exppipξ1p2jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2jsuqαdqq ddu θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq( du
`
ż
exppipξ1p2
jsuqα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξdp2
jsuqαdqq
d
ds
 
θpuqφp2mpu´ sqq
( du
u
.
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One has a similar conclusion for the branch ´2 ď u ď s ď ´1. A direct application of Van der
Corput’s lemma yields, for 1 ď s ď 2,ˇˇ d
ds
p{νsj,s;mqpp2jsqDξqˇˇ Àγ,d mint1, 2m|2jDξ|´1{duˇˇ
p{νsj,s;mqpp2jsqDξqˇˇ Àγ,d mint2´m, |2jDξ|´1{du. (4.7)
Similarly, ˇˇ d
ds
pzν2j,s;nqpp2jsqDξqˇˇ À mint1, 2n|2jDξ|´1{duˇˇ
pzν2j,s;nqpp2jsqDξqˇˇ À mint2´n, |2jDξ|´1{du. (4.8)
Furthermore, the cancellation nature of νj,s’s implies that,
|pyνj,sqpp2jsqDξq| À mint|2jDξ|´1{d, |2jDξ|1{du (4.9)
which allows one to obtain for all 1 ď s ď 2,
}p
ÿ
jPZ
|νj,s ˚Πj,kf |
2q1{2}2 À 2
´c|k|}f}2 (4.10)
for some c “ cpγ, dq ą 0. See also the discussion below in Subsection 4.3. Then 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10,
the second inequality in 4.4 and Plancherel’s theorem imply,
}S2tE
s
j,k,s;mfusPr1,2s}2 Àγ,d 2
´cm2´c|k|2´c|j|}f}2
}S2tE
2
j,k,s;nfusPr1,2s}2 Àγ,d 2
´cn2´c|k|2´c|j|}f}2
(4.11)
for some c “ cpγ, dq ą 0.
Denote K˜sj,k,s;m “
d
ds
pνsj,s;m ˚ ψˇj,kq and K˜
2
j,k,s;n “
d
ds
pν2j,s;n ˚ ψˇj,kq. Then K˜
s
j,k,s;m, K˜
2
j,k,s;n are the
kernels of E˜2j,k,s;m, E˜
2
j,k,s;n respectively. Let ρ be a metric that is homogeneous with respect to
ttDu and C0 ą 1 sufficiently large (see [8]). Then it follows from the work in [10] (in particular,
the proof of Theorem 1.5) as well as in [13] that,ż 2
1
ż
ρpxqěCρpyq
|K˜sj,k,s;mpx´ yq ´ K˜
s
j,k,s;mpxq| dx
ds
s
À |k|,ż 2
1
ż
ρpxqěCρpyq
|K˜2j,k,s;npx´ yq ´ K˜
2
j,k,s;npxq| dx
ds
s
À |k|.
(4.12)
See also the proof of 4.6 in the Approach 2 below. Still according to [10], 4.12 then in turn
implies, for 1 ă p ă 8
}S2tE
s
j,k,s;mfusPr1,2s}p À |k|}f}p
}S2tE
2
j,k,s;nfusPr1,2s}p À |k|}f}p.
(4.13)
Interpolation between 4.11, 4.13 gives, for 1 ă p ă 8
}S2tE
s
j,k,s;mfusPr1,2s}p Àγ,d,p 2
´cm2´c|k|2´c|j|}f}p
}S2tE
2
j,k,s;nfusPr1,2s}p Àγ,d,p 2
´cn2´c|k|2´c|j|}f}p
for some c “ cpd, pq ą 0. Summing these estimates over k P Z;m,n P Z`, one then obtains the
following form of 4.3:
}S2tEj,sfusPr1,2s}p Àγ,d,p 2
´c|j|}f}p.
4.2 Approach 2
The second approach shows 4.5, 4.6. Fix s P r1, 2s and k P Z.
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For 4.6, one can use the discussion in the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [10] to view that the kernels
K˜ “ tK˜j,k,s “
d
ds
pνj,s ˚ ψˇj,kqujPZ of the convolution operators tf ˚
`
d
ds
pνj,s ˚ ψˇj,kq
˘
uj as having
values in the l2 space. Then an Lp bound of
`ř
jPZ
ˇˇ
d
ds
pνj,s ˚Πj,kfq
ˇˇ2˘1{2
can be obtained from an
upper bound M of the following modulus of continuity of K˜j,k,s:
sup
yPRd
ż
ρpxqěCρpyq
}K˜px ´ yq ´ K˜pxq}l2 dx ďM
where ρ, C have the same meaning as in 4.12. It follows from [13] that one can takeM À }ν0,1} À 1.
This implies, for all 1 ă p ă 8.››››` ÿ
jPZ
ˇˇ d
ds
pνj,s ˚Πj,kfq
ˇˇ2˘1{2››››
p
À }f}p (4.14)
which is 4.6.
For 4.5, one can follow the above route in a similar manner, by getting a bound for the modulus of
continuity of the right kernel. Then one get a similar estimate as in 4.14 for
`ř
jPZ |νj,s˚Πj,kf |
2
˘1{2
,
for 1 ă p ă 8. Interpolate this estimate with the one from 4.10, one will obtain the following form
of 4.5:
}
` ÿ
jPZ
|νj,s ˚Πj,kf |
2
˘1{2
}p À 2
´c|k|}f}p
for some c “ cpγ, d, pq ą 0.
4.3 Discussion of 4.9, 4.10
It was showed in the proof of Corollary 5.1 in [5] that the cancellation nature of a family of measure
tσjujPZ (σˆjp0q “ 0) that allows
|σˆjpξq| À mint|2
jDξ|´1{d, |2jDξ|1{du.
There, xσj , fy “
ş
2jď|t|ď2j`1 fpΓptqq
dt
t
, and the considered γ belongs to this Γ class of curves.
Every step of the derivation of the above fact holds for νj,s in place of σj for all 1 ď s ď 2. This
gives 4.9. One can then construct a partition of unity out of ψj,k as follows. Let tωkukPZ be a
smooth partition of unity on R` adapted to the intervals r2
´k, 2´k`1s. In particular, one wants
0 ď ωk ď 1,
ř
k ω
2
kptq ” 1 if t ą 0 and supppωkq Ă r2
´k´1, 2´k`1s. Finally, for each j P Z, let
tωjkukPZ be the 2
jD-dilated version of tωkukPZ. Hence one can think of pω
j
kq
2 as an appropriately
smooth cut-off of ψj,k. Then by Plancherel’s theorem,ÿ
jPZ
}|νj,1 ˚Πj,kf |}
2
2 À
ÿ
jPZ
ż
∆
j
k
|yνj,1|2p2jDξq|fˆ |2pξq dξ
where ∆jk “ t2
´k´1 ď |2jDξ| ď 2´k`1u. If k ă 0 then |2jDξ| ě 2´k`1. Hence by 4.9,ÿ
jPZ
}|νj,1 ˚Πj,kf |}
2
2 À
ÿ
jPZ
ż
∆
j
k
|yνj,1|2p2jDξq|fˆ |2pξq dξ À 2k{d}f}22.
Argue similarly for the cases, k ą 1 and k “ 0, 1, one obtains, for all k P Z,ÿ
jPZ
}|νj,1 ˚Πj,kf |}
2
2 À 2
´|k|{d}f}2.
The same is true for all other νj,s. All this then implies 4.10.
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